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                 Facilitator Guide 
Module 3: Instructional Strategies for Teaching DLM Science 

Part 2 

 

  Content Activity 

Section 1  Introduction Review of Learning Objectives 

and handouts 

Handout:  

Agenda, DLM Science 

Framework Reference 

Sheet, DLM Adapted 

Science and Engineering 

Practice Document 

Section 2 Scientific Inquiry Review importance of approach, 

the 5E Model and integration of 

UDL principles. 

 

Group Discussion 

 

 

Scientific Inquiry Lesson 

5E Model 

Each phase of the 5E Model is 

further described, explained 

with example lesson, and noted 

UDL connections. 

 

Section 3 Wrap Up  Closing information  Handout: Post Learner 

Assessment 

 

This guide describes the workshop preparation, flow, and video segment for this module. Facilitators 

should use this narrated movie to help facilitate learning with their participants.  

The entire workshop should take approximately 60 minutes when presented to a group. 

Setting up 
 Equipment 

o Presenter’s computer with video of “Module 3: Instructional Strategies for Teaching DLM 
Science Part 2.” This video should be accessed and reviewed well before the training at the DLM 
Professional Development website. 

o LCD projector with external speakers or sound system. 

 Prior to the training, create the appropriate number of packets with these materials: 
o Agenda 
o Handouts and Worksheets 

 DLM Science Framework – Reference Sheet 
 DLM Adapted Science and Engineering Practices Document 
 Post Learner Assessment  

 Learning Objectives 
1. Describe the stages of the 5E Model, a common inquiry-based instructional model 
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2. Identify strategies to employ in each of the 5E Model stages. 
3. Identify connections between UDL and the 5E Model. 

 

Section 1 – Introduction 
 Greet the participants. 

 State the title of the module and briefly review the learning objectives. 
 

“Welcome everyone. The topic of today’s presentation is the Instructional Strategies for 

Teaching DLM Science Part 2. During the next hour, we will be learning a number of things about 

the 5E Model, the Instructional Strategy for Teaching DLM Science, and how it will aid in 

presenting lessons to engage your students with the EEs of science.” 

 

 See who is in your audience.  
 

“As we get started, it will be helpful to know a bit about you. Raise your hand if you are a 

classroom teacher. How many of you are speech-language pathologists? Are there any 

occupational therapists here today? Physical therapists? Teaching assistants? How about school 

psychologists? School administrators? Did I miss anyone?” Ask anyone who raises a hand to say 

what job he/she does. 

 

 Review the list of handouts.  
 

“I’m glad all of you could be here today. We will begin the recorded presentation in a few 

minutes, but before that, please take a moment to review the handout packet you received. You 

should have a copy of the today’s agenda, the DLM Science Framework Reference Sheet, and 

DLM Adapted Science and Engineering Document."  

 

 Make sure everyone has all of the handouts before you start the module. 
 

“Does everyone have a copy of each of these?” Supply extra handouts to anyone who needs 

them. 

 

“Does anyone have any questions?” Pause to see if there are questions and respond 

appropriately.  

 

“If there are no (more) questions, let’s go ahead and get started.” 

Section 2 – Module 
 Play the video.  
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After the module is finished, promote group discussion. Here are some suggested discussion 

questions: 

o As a review, what are some benefits of using inquiry-based instruction in science? Let’s try to 
list, discuss, and clarify some of them as a group. 

Answers will vary, but may include 
 Allows for all students to engage in hands-on, thought-provoking experiences 
 Change in science content requires different instructional methods 
 Promotes asking questions, obtaining evidence, creating explanations for phenomena 

related to disciplinary core ideas utilizing science and engineering practices 
o List the phases in order of the 5E Model. 

 Engage 
 Explore 
 Explain 
 Elaborate 
 Evaluate 

o As a group let’s review key ideas about each phase: 
Answers will vary in detail, but may include 

 Engage – accessing student prior knowledge and piquing interest in topic 
 Explore – develop common experiences related to a scientific concept or phenomenon 

through experience and investigation or research 
 Explain – students generate explanations PRIOR to teacher clarifying concepts or 

phenomenon  
 Elaborate – students apply their learning to a new situation or setting for deeper 

understanding 
 Evaluate – both student and teacher assess student understanding of key concepts or 

phenomenon 
o What are the 3 UDL principles? 

 Multiple Means of Representation 
 Multiple Means of Action and Expression 
 Multiple Means of Engagement 

o Identify some of the UDL principles that could be utilized in the various 5E phases? 
Answers will vary  

 The 5E model integrates the UDL principles throughout the phases to allow all students to 
participate in learning science. 

 Specific explanations and examples may be shared from either the module or personal 
experiences. 

Summarize the comments offered by participants and move forward. 

Section 3 – Wrap Up  
 Pass out the post learner assessment. 
 

 Once the discussion comes to a close, present everyone with a post learner assessment and say,  
 

“The last thing we will do is complete the Post Learner Assessment.”  

 “Some participants have asked for me to share the correct responses and the reason why. I will 

do so quickly now.”  
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1. Which statement best describes the relationship between the 5E Model and direct instruction?  

Reasoning: The direct instruction can be used within several phases of the 5E Model when 

students need to be taught specific vocabulary or skills that are needed in the lesson. 

2. A teacher directly introduces the scientific concept, process, or skill that is the focus of the 

lesson during this phase of the 5E model. 

Reasoning: Direct instruction can be used to teach the scientific concept, process, or skill that 

is the focus of the lesson during the explain phase. Direct instruction is used during other 

phases to provide just-in-time instruction of some concepts, processes, or skills that are 

needed for students to successfully participate in the phases. However, using direct 

instruction to teach the focal concept, process, or skill should not occur until the explain 

phase. 

3. Which statement best explains how the 5E Model is related to UDL? 

Reasoning: The design of the 5E Model naturally integrates some UDL guidelines. Other UDL 

guidelines may be used during the 5E phases when indicated by student need.   

 Collect the assessment. When everyone has finished say,  
 

“That concludes the Instructional Strategies for Teaching DLM Science Module Part 1. Thank you for 

your attention and participation.”  

 

 


